To study relations between the basolateral (BL) amygdaloid complex and major electroencephalogram (EEG) rhythms of the entorhinal cortex (delta and theta), neurons of the lateral and BL nuclei were recorded in conscious cats. An essential task to this end was to obtain criteria allowing the identification of projection cells and interneurons.
To study relations between the basolateral (BL) amygdaloid complex and major electroencephalogram (EEG) rhythms of the entorhinal cortex (delta and theta), neurons of the lateral and BL nuclei were recorded in conscious cats. An essential task to this end was to obtain criteria allowing the identification of projection cells and interneurons.
BL projection cells, identified by their antidromic response to parahippocampal stimuli, generated stereotyped high-frequency bursts (2-4 spikes at 140-250 Hz), which repeated at low rates. Projection cells of the lateral nucleus were virtually silent, but their presence was disclosed by cortical-evoked responses.
In both nuclei, the firing rates and/or responsiveness of projection cells increased from waking to slow-wave sleep (S). In contrast with projection cells, presumed interneurons discharged at high rates (-10-l 5 Hz) and displayed various discharge patterns ranging from tonic to phasic. The bipartite classification of BL neurons on the basis of their discharge patterns and synaptic responses was supported by the differential relation existing between EEG rhythms and the activity of the two cell types. Indeed, fast-firing and bursting cells of the BL nucleus tended to fire on opposite phases of the delta oscillation of S and entorhinal theta oscillation of paradoxical sleep. The unusual state-related changes in activity displayed by lateral and BL neurons point to functional similarities between the amygdala and hippocampus. This idea is supported by the presence of coherent theta oscillations in the amygdalo-hippocampal circuit that might favor the emergence of recurring time windows when synaptic interactions will be facilitated in this limbic network.
Key words: amygdala; entorhinal cortex; perirhinal cortex; hippocampus; sleep; delta; theta Criteria permitting the identification of different neuronal types on the basis of their extracellularly recorded firing patterns are essential tools to study neural nehvorks in behaving animals. In the hippocampal formation, the possibility of distinguishing interneurons from pyramidal cells (Fox and Ranck, 1975, 1981) has facilitated the analysis of cellular interactions contributing to the genesis of state-dependent events such as theta and sharp waves (for review, see Buzsaki et al., 1994) . Unfortunately, progress in understanding the basolateral (BL) amygdaloid complex (lateral, BL, and basomedial nuclei) has proceeded at a slower rate partly because we lack such criteria.
In the amygdala, the task of correlating the firing pattern and neuronal identity is complicated by the fact that the different cell types are not segregated in laminae, as in the hippocampal formation, but are intermingled in random patterns. Golgi observations indicate that the BL complex contains two main cell types (Hall, 1972; Tomb61 and Szafranska-Kosmal, 1972; Kamal and Tombol, 1975 ) (for review, see McDonald, 1992) . The most common type is a spiny multipolar neuron that often has a dominant dendrite giving it a pyramidal appearance. These cells are excitatory projection neurons because they have long axons that emit numerous collaterals and use an excitatory amino acid as transmitter (Christie et al., 1987; Fuller et al., 1987; Pare and Smith, 1994; Smith and Pare, 1994) . The second cell type consists of a morphologically heterogeneous group of sparsely spiny neurons that have a locally ramifying axon, are immunopositive for GABA (McDonald, 1985; McDonald and Augustine, 1993; Pare and Smith, 1993) and thus constitute a class of inhibitory interneurons.
Recently, the physiological and morphological properties of BL amygdaloid neurons were correlated in intracellular studies performed in vitro (Washburn and Moises, 1992a; Rainnie et al., 1993) and in vivo (Pare et al., 1995b) . In the latter study, two types of spiny projection neurons were identified by antidromic invasion from their projection fields. The first type of projection neuron predominated in the BL nucleus and generated stereotyped spike bursts upon depolarization. The second type of projection cell predominated in the lateral nucleus and generated slow membrane potential oscillations when steadily depolarized. However, their resting membrane potential was so negative that they rarely fired spontaneously. In contrast, aspiny neurons, presumed to be GABAergic local-circuit cells, were tonically active at rest and generated high-frequency, nonaccommodating spike trains in response to depolarizing current pulses.
This investigation was undertaken to corroborate these physiological criteria in conscious cats studied during the sleep-waking cycle. This knowledge was then used to study relations between the activity of BL amygdaloid neurons and major electroencephalogram (EEG) events of related cortical fields, namely delta and theta (Mitchell and Ranck, 1980; Alonso and Garcia-Austt, 1987) , in an attempt to determine whether the anatomical ties existing between the amygdala and the hippocampal formation (Krettek and Price, 1977b) are expressed in their spontaneous activity. To these ends, isolated neurons were recorded extracellularly in the lateral and BL amygdaloid nuclei, and their activity was studied using first-and second-order statistical analyses. The relation between BL activity and EEG events of the parahippocampal cortices was studied using spike-triggered averaging (STA) and peri-event histograms (PEHs). 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

RESULTS
Database and neuronal identification
A total of 831 cells were recorded in these experiments. Histological controls (Fig. lA,B) revealed that 416 of these cells were located in the BL complex ( Fig. 1C ).
Subsets of 67 and 55 neurons of the BL and lateral nuclei, respectively, were selected for further analyses because they had a signal-to-noise ratio 26, they were recorded in at least two different behavioral states, and their action potentials were devoid of notches or other signs of injury.
Neurons of the BL nucleus Bursting cells
Forty-two percent of BL neurons (n = 67) generated stereotyped, high-frequency spike bursts (2-4 spikes at 140-250 Hz; Fig. 2 , insets) intermixed with single spikes. With one exception, all BL neurons that were physiologically identified as projection celIs (n = 7) were bursting neurons (Table 1) . When spike bursts comprised three or more action potentials, the duration of successive intraburst interspike intervals progressively increased as spike amplitudes gradually declined (Fig. 2B, inset This discharge pattern translated into ISIHs characterized by a sharp mode at 4 msec ( Fig. 24 ; range 4-7 msec) with intervals shorter than 10 msec accounting for 29 t 9% of intervals in S (mean 2 SE). Also, ISIHs usually contained a high proportion of long intervals, which reflected the poor spontaneous activity of bursting cells in all states (mean rates <1 Hz; Table 2 ). The only consistent state-related change in firing rates occurred between the states of S and W (paired l test,p < 0.05) with the majority of bursting cells becoming virtually silent in W (Fig. 28) In most neurons, the bursting discharge pattern persisted in PS, but in 27% of cells (n = 28), spike bursts became less frequent and more single spikes were generated, In Figure 2A , for instance, close to 30% of interspike intervals lasted 510 msec in S compared with 15% in PS. This decreased proportion of short intervals in PS was often accompanied by the appearance of a late mode at 170-200 msec ( Fig. 2A, curved arrow) because of the rhythmic occurrence of single spikes and spike bursts at 5-6 Hz (see Fig. 11 ). The neuron shown in Figure 2A was the bursting cell with the highest firing rate of spikes and spike bursts recorded in this study (3.2 and 3.8 Hz in S and PS, respectively). Figure 1 . Histological localization and antidromic identification of neurons in the BL amygdaloid complex. A, Microelectrode track through the lateral nucleus on three consecutive frontal sections displayed from caudal(1) to rostra1 (3). B, Histological control of two microelectrode tracks (I-2) through the BL nucleus. In A and B, curved arrows point to electrolytic lesions performed to facilitate histological reconstruction of electrode tracks. C, ENT stimulation (arrowheads) elicits antidromic spikes in a neuron located in the caudal part of the BM nucleus. Note constant latency of antidromic responses, ability to follow high-frequency stimulation (Cl), and collision with a spontaneous action potential (arrows in C2).AHA, Amygdalohippocampal area; HF, hippocampal formation; ME, medial amygdaloid nucleus; OT, optic tract; PAC, periamygdaloid cortex; PU, putamen; V, ventricle. Fast-firing neurons In contrast with bursting cells, 30% of BL neurons (n = 67) discharged at high rates throughout the sleep-waking cycle but displayed a variety of discharge patterns . None of the fast-firing cells could be backfired from the parahippocampal cortices, but all generated multiple orthodromic spikes in response to parahippocampal stimuli (12 tested cells). This contrasted with the single orthodromic spikes generated by bursting neurons in response to parahippocampal stimuli (n = 8). Tonic cells. Fifty-five percent of fast-firing neurons (11 of 20 cells) maintained a tonic discharge pattern in all states. As in bursting cells, the firing rate of tonic neurons was significantly higher in S than in W (paired t test,p < O.OS), but variable changes were seen in PS ( Table 2) . The peak discharge rates of tonic neurons (integrated over 0.1 set) ranged between 50 and 110 Hz in W and PS but reached 90-160 Hz in S. In all states, this firing pattern translated into a broad distribution of interspike intervals with modes ranging between 15 and 65 msec and with few intervals longer than 400 msec. Figure 3 illustrates a representative tonically firing neuron. Note that the distributions of interspike intervals in W, S, and PS (Fig-3A) are similar, indicating a relatively state-independent firing pattern The difference accounting for the higher firing rate of this cell in S (25.5 Hz compared with 22.2 Hz in W and PS) was a larger proportion of intervals shorter than 20 msec, a manifestation of S episodes with higher instantaneous firing rates (Fig. 38) .
Phasic MU~QY~S. Thirty percent of fast-firing neurons (6 of 20 cells) generated long-duration (up to 300 msec), high-frequency (ZOO-300 Hz) spike trains separated by silent periods of various durations (O-1-3 set; Fig* 4B ). This phasic discharge pattern translated into a sharp distribution of interspike intervals with modes ranging between 5 and 8 msec and a significant proportion of long intervals (range 0.7-11%; Fig. 4 ). State-dependent differences in discharge rates varied from cell to cell and did not reach significance ( Table 2) . As in tonic cells, the highest instantaneous firing rates (integrated over 0.1 set) were observed in S (range 160-380 Hz). Figure 4 illustrates a phasic neuron with discharge rates of 25.7, 26.2, and 8.5 Hz in W, S, and PS, respectively. Note that in spite of these fluctuations in firing rate, the distribution of interspike intervals (Fig* 4A ) remained relatively constant with the exception of intervals longer than 400 msec, which were more frequent in PS.
The other fast-firing cells displayed intermediate discharge patterns consisting of high-frequency accelerations but occurring on a tonic background. Their ISIHs had a mode in the 5-15 msec range and a distribution of interspike intervals highly skewed to the right.
In most fast-firing neurons (8 of 12 tested cells), orthodromic responses to parahippocampal stimuli consisted of three phases ( Fig. 5): (1) an early orthodromic activation (latencies ranged between 7 and 20 msec) that comprised 1-7 spikes followed by (2) a 100-300 msec period of decreased discharge probability and (3) a 200-400 msec period of increased firing probability, The robustness of these three phases increased in parallel as the stimulation intensity was augmented. In the other cells, parahippocampal stimuli evoked short-latency orthodromic spiking followed by little or no inhibitory period.
The remaining BL neurons (19 cells, or 28% of sample) had a poor and erratic spontaneous activity (O-2.1 Hz) that translated into indistinct ISIHs. State-related changes in firing rates were variable in these cells and did not reach significance (W, 0.94 * 0.51; S, 0.97 2 0.61; PS, 0.89 t 0.72). One of these neurons was backfired from the ENT cortex.
State-dependent changes in synaptic excitability The synaptic responsiveness of fast-firing (n = 6) and bursting (n = 4) cells was studied during the sleep-waking cycle. The intensity of parahippocampal stimuli was adjusted so that they elicited orthodromic spikes in -50% of trials in S. Compared with S, both types of cells (8 of 10) displayed a reduced synaptic responsiveness in W (mean reduction 26%; Walsh test; p < 0.05; n = 10). Inconsistent changes in responsiveness were seen in PS.
Neurons of the lateral nucleus
Men t cells Fifty-five percent of cells (n = 55) had little or no spontaneous activity (~0.1 Hz), but their presence was revealed by their orthodromic (17%) or antidromic (83%) responses to parahippocampal stimuli applied every 3-4 set during the microelectrode descent. Silent cells accounted for 89% of physiologically identified projection neurons (n = 28) because only three antidromi- May 15, 1996, 16(10) B tally activated cells discharged at rates >O.l Hz (0.15, 0.4, and 1.9 Hz). Although state-dependent differences in discharge rates were negligible among silent cells (Table 2) , their antidromic responsiveness to parahippocampal stimuli was significantly lower in W than in S (in 5 of 6 tested neurons; Walsh test; p < 0.05; Fig. 6 ). Average antidromic response probabilities were 19% in W, 80% in S, and 62% in PS (n = 6). Changes in responsiveness were variable in PS and did not reach significance. Also, when a double-shock paradigm was used (n = 6; intershock interval 90 msec), antidromic response probabilities were higher in response to the second (92 5 7%) than to the first (53 5 20%) shock, regardless of the behavioral state.
Fast-firing neuruns
In the lateral nucleus, most spontaneously active cells (52%, or 13 cells) had discharge patterns similar to those of fast-firing BL neurons except that their firing rates were generally lower (Table 2) . These cells discharged tonically in all states and had peak firing rates (integrated over 0.1 set) that did not exceed 150 Hz. Their ISIHs were characterized by a broad mode around 25 msec (range of 16-40 msec) with varying degrees of skewness to the right. State-dependent differences in firing rates were variable and did not reach significance. only two fast-firing neurons had a phasic discharge pattern.
As with the corresponding class of BL neurons, none of the fast-firing cells could be backfired from the parahippocampal cortices, but all generated multiple orthodromic spikes at latenties ranging between 8 and 18 msec in response to PRH and/or ENT stimuli (n = 7). This orthodromic activation was followed by a long period of silence (120-350 msec) in four of seven cells. The synaptic responsiveness of fast-firing neurons increased from W to S (mean increase 31%), but inconsistent changes were seen in PS (n = 4).
The remaining cells (n = 12) fired at low rates (~3 Hz) throughout the sleep-waking cycle and displayed an erratic discharge pattern, which translated into indistinct interspike interval distributions. State-related changes in firing rates were variable and did not reach significance. Three of these cells were backfired from the parahippocampal cortices.
Relations between unit activity in the BL complex and spontaneous EEG events of the ENT and PRH cortices Synchronized EEG events of S: delta and ENT SPs
At ehe transition between W and S, the low amplitude, fast waves of the PRH and ENT EEGs were gradually replaced by a slow EEG oscillation in the delta range (l-4 Hz; Fig. 7B ), which increased in amplitude and regularity as S deepened. During well established S epochs, the ENT EEG was also characterized by large-amplitude (0.3-M mV), depth-negative potentials, henceforth termed sharp potentials (SPs; Fig. 9A ) (Par6 et al., 1995a) . ENT SPs often appeared on the descending phase of depthpositive delta waves and occurred in small groups at 1-3 Hz (Fig. 9A) .
To study the temporal relations between these EEG events and the activity of lateral and BL neurons, we performed STA and PEHs of neuronal discharges using the negative peak of delta waves or ENT SPs as a temporal reference. When studying the relation to delta waves, we chose epochs devoid of SPs.
Neurons of the lateral nucleus. Regardless of their firing pattern, a majority of spontaneously active lateral amygdaloid neurons (11 of 14) fired preferentially in relation to the negative phase of focal, ENT, and PRH delta waves (Fig. 7) . Conversely, their firing probability decreased in relation to the positive phase of delta waves. Focal waves were recorded by the microelectrodes used to record unit activity in the lateral nucleus and represent the summed activity of a neuronal pool located in the vicinity of the microelectrode. Figure 7 illustrates this point in one of the rare spontaneously active cells that was physiologically identified as a projection neuron. In this cell, PEHs show a central peak coinciding with a negative delta wave in the STAs of focal, ENT, and PRH signals. Furthermore, the firing probability during the central peak was several times higher than that associated with the flanking troughs in PEHs (range 1.4-13.5; mean 3.7) This was not a random phenomenon because the valleys and peaks of PEHs were leveled after shufling of interspike intervals (not shown),
Relations between neuronal events in the lateral nucleus and EEG delta waves were also documented by performing crosscorrelations (Bendat and Piersol, 1980) between focal waves and parahippocampal EEGs (Fig. 7A , rigb+ A high correlation was found between focal waves and ENT delta waves (0.8 in Fig. 7A ; range 0.6-0.8; y1 = 3). In contrast, cross-correlations between focal or ENT waves with PRH delta resulted in a much lower correlation ( Fig* 7A ; range 0.2-0.3; y1 = 3). The dominant frequency observed in cross-correlograms and STAs ranged between 1 and 2 Hz.
The delta-related modulation of firing probability displayed by lateral amygdaloid neurons was not enhanced when we considered S epochs comprising ENT SPs. Consistent with this, PEHs of neuronal discharges using the negative peak of ENT SPs as temporal references were characterized by a wide peak (-300 msec centered at +50 to 250 msec) that reflected the preferential association of ENT SPs with the descending phase of depthpositive delta waves.
Neurons of the BL nucleus. In contrast to the lateral nucleus,
where all types of neurons fired in phase with focal and depthnegative parahippocampal delta waves, fast-firing and bursting BL cells fired at opposite phases of the delta cycle. In 79% of fast-firing BL neurons recorded in S (n = 14), PEHs of neuronal discharges were characterized by a peak centered at the zero-time where their firing probability was 1.3-2.4 higher (mean of 1.7) than the average firing probability (Fig. 8Al) . Surprisingly, in 88% of delta-related bursting cells (n = 19), the peak of PEHs were offset by 100-320 msec on each side of the zero-time (mean of 236 msec; Fig. &42 ). The delta-related modulation was stronger in bursting cells than in fast-firing neurons as the firing probability associated with the peaks was 2-7 higher than that observed at zero-time (mean of 4.2; Fig. aA2 ).
Peri-SP histograms of neuronal discharges revealed that the discharge probability of fast-firing BL neurons (64%; u = 14) was strongly modulated by ENT SPs. As shown in Figure 9 , this phenomenon was clearest in phasic neurons because these cells generated high-frequency SP-related spike trains (up to 285 Hz in Fig. 9C2 ) on a mostly silent background. The timing of these spike trains with respect to the peak of ENT SPs was variable (Fig. 9C ), but maximal increases in firing probability usually coincided with the peak of ENT SPs as seen in the peri-SP histograms of neuronal discharges (Fig. 9B) .
The SP-related activity of BL bursting neurons proved difficult to study because of their low discharge rates. This contrasted with previous observations under barbiturate anesthesia (Par6 et al., 1995a) in which most BL cells displayed clear SP-related increases in firing probability. Yet, grouped peri-SP histograms of bursting cells (Fig. 8B2) revealed that their firing probability increased -180 msec before the peak of ENT SPs, peaked at -80 msec, and returned to initial levels 10 msec after the reference time. A mirror image was seen in grouped peri-SP histograms of nine fast-firing neurons (Fig. 881) . Indeed, the firing probability of fast-firing cells diminished 200 msec before the negative peak of ENT SPs and peaked 20 msec after the zero-time. Abbrcviations as in Figure 2 . B, Sample of the activity generated by a tonic neuron in S, Same neuron as in A. The spike train marked by the number 2 in BI is expanded in B2.
/.
ENT theta oscillation of PS the dominant component of this oscillation was at 5 Hz (range During PS, the ENT EEG was characterized by a rhythmic slow 4.8-5.3; YE = 4). In agreement with previous fmdings (Mitchell and theta oscillation in the 4-7 Hz range. To characterize this oscil- Ranck, 1980; Alonso and Garcia-Austt, 1987) , cross-correlograms lation, we performed simultaneous recordings of hippocampal revealed that the hippocampal and ENT theta were correlated theta cells, of hippocampal theta (focal) waves, and of the ENT (coefficient 0.7) and nearly in-phase (time lag of O-25 msec; y1 = EEG. Autocorrelations of focal waves recorded at the border of 4 cases). Consistent with this, PEHs of neuronal discharges using strata oriens and pyramidale and of the ENT EEG revealed that the negative peak of hippocampal or ENT theta as temporal and 5 mscc (right) . Note presence of intervals longer than 400 msec (El%) in all states (5.5% of intervals in PS compared with 0.9 and 1.4% in W and S, respectively). Abbreviations as in Figure 2 . B, High-frequency spike trains occur-0.1s ring on a silent background in S. Same neuron as in A. The spike train marked by the number 2 in BI is expanded in 82.
references revealed that hippocampal theta cells fired in phase with positive-going hippocampal and ENT theta waves. This was also confirmed by STA of ENT and focal hippocampal signals.
The theta-related modulation was less striking in amygdala neurons than in hippocampal theta cells. First, only 62% of fast-firing BL neurons (n = 13) displayed a rhythmic modulation of their firing probability at the theta frequency. Second, whereas the ratio between the firing probability associated with the highest peak and flanking troughs of PEHs ranged between 2.8 and 4.4 (average of 3.7) in hippocampal theta cells (n = 4), it ranged between 1.4 and 3.3 (average of 1.8) in fast-firing BL neurons.
The theta-related activity of two fast-firing BL cells is illustrated in Figure 10 . PEFIs and STA of ENT theta (Fig. lOAl) revealed that fast-firing neurons increased their firing probability during the ascending limb of positive-going theta waves. This was not a random phenomenon because the valleys and peaks of PEWS were leveled after shuffling of interspike intervals around temporal references (Fig. lOA2) . As expected from the relatively weak theta-related modulation of BL unit activity in PS, a weaker correlation was found between ENT and focal theta waves (O-25; Fig. 1083 ) than between hippocampal and ENT theta (0.7).
As with the ENT SPs of S, the relation between the activity of bursting cells and ENT theta was difficult to study because of their low discharge rates in PS. Nevertheless, 60% (n = 10) of the most active bursting cells fired preferentially during the depth-negative phase of the EIVT theta oscillation (Fig. 11) . PEI& of their theta-related discharge were characterized by a central peak in which the firing probability was 4-49 times higher than that associated with the flanking troughs.
DISCUSSION
By correlating the spontaneous activity and responses of recorded neurons to central shocks, we determined that most physiologically identified projection neurons of the BL nucleus generate stereotyped, high-frequency spike bursts, whereas projection cells of the lateral nucleus remain virtually silent in resting conditions. w S PS Sl = 15% s2 = 90% Sl = 50% s2 = 100% SI = 45% s2 = 100% Figure 6 , State-dependent fluctuations in antidromic responsiveness of a silent neuron of the lateral nucleus to PRH stimuli. Double-shock paradigm (interstimulus interval, 90 msec). In A, 20 pairs of PRH stimuli were applied in each state, but only 10 of the 20 shocks are displayed. Numbers at the top of the figure indicate the proportion of shocks eliciting antidromic spikes for the first (S1) and second (S2) stimuli. In response to the first shock (Ze@ response), this silent projection cell generated 3, 10, and 9 antidromic responses in TV, S, and PS compared with 18, 20, and 20 responses to the second shock (ti&t rq~~se).
13 is a superimposition of antidromic responses in S with a faster time base, demonstrating the constant latency of antidxomic spikes.
Moreover, bursting and silent cells generated single spikes in response to parahippocampal stimuli. In contrast, presumed interneurons discharged at high rates and generated multiple orthodromic spikes in response to parahippocampal stimuli. This bipartite classification of BL neurons was supported by the phaseinverted modulation of firing probability observed in bursting and fast-firing neurons in relation to S delta waves and ENT theta.
Correspondence between discharge patterns and physiological properties
Most projection neurons of the BL nuclecrs generute stereotyped spike bursts Previous in vitro (Washburn and Moises, 1992a; Rainnie et al., 1993) and in viva (Pare et al., 1995b ) intracellular studies have reported that the BL nucleus contains a class of spiny neurons that generate spike bursts upon depolarization and range in shape from pyramidal to star-like. In the in viva study (Par6 et al., 1995b) , bursting cells were identified as projection neurons because they could be backfired from the basal forebrain or ENT cortex. The stereotyped spike bursts generated by these intracellularly recorded BL neurons are identical to those generated by the extracellularly recorded corticopetal cells of the present study. The bursting discharge pattern thus characterizes a high proportion of BL projection neurons. However, previous intracellular work indicates that some BL projection cells have a nonbursting discharge pattern (Washburn and Moises, 1992a; Rainnie et al., 1993; Par6 et al., 1995b) and that some local-circuit cells generate spike bursts (Rainnie et al., 1993) . Consequently, although the bursting discharge pattern is strongly indicative, antidromic invasion of BL neurons from their projection field must remain the decisive criterion for establishing the identity of BL projection neurons.
Fust-firing neurons of the BL and Zuteral nuclei may correspond to interneurons It was reported that sparsely spiny to aspiny neurons of the BL complex (Washburn and Moises, 1992a; Rainnie et al., 1993; Par6 et al., 1995b) have physiological properties similar to those of inhibitory interneurons located elsewhere in the brain (Schwartzkroin and Mathers, 1978; McCormick et al., 1985) and have morphological features reminiscent of the GABAimmunoreactive interneurons of the BL complex (McDonald, 1985; Carlsen, 1988) . These neurons generated brief action potentials, responded to depolarizing current pulses with nonaccommodating spike trains, and had a relatively depolarized membrane potential allowing for high spontaneous discharge rates (Washburn and Moises, 1992a; Par6 et al., 1995b). Moreover, in contrast to projection cells that generated single spikes in response to (43) and ENT SPs (II3) obtained by computing an average of all delta waves and ENT SPs, giving an equal weight to all cells. Selection criteria for cells included in grouped PEHs: for delta, we considered only cells that were recorded for long (>%I set) epochs of slow-wave sleep devoid of SPs for the grouped PEHs, whereas for SPs, only cells with a significant number of SPs (>20) were considered.
In the grouped PEH displayed in Al, the flanking troughs that could be seen in individual PEHs were erased by variations in the delta frequency. afferent volleys, one or more spikes were elicited in fast-firing cells
The extracellularly recorded fast-firing cells of the present study depending on the stimulation intensity (Washburn and Moises, displayed a similar behavior and thus may correspond to local1992a).
circuit cells. Indeed, none of them could be backfired from the May 15, 1996, 16(10) STA and PEH using the negative peak of depth ENT EEG as zero-time.
Same cell as in A. Bins of 10 msec. PEH was smoothed with a moving average of three bins. parahippocampal cortices and they generated multiple orthodromic spikes in response to parahippocampai stimuli. In addition, their high spontaneous firing rates contrasted with the poor activity of physiologically identified projection cells. Different types of fast-firing neurons were distinguished on the basis of their discharge patterns. Although this variability might reflect different patterns of activity in afferent neurons, it could be a consequence of physiological heterogeneity among local-circuit cells. The firing rates of lateral amygdaloid projection cells were so low that most would have remained undetected ha .d they no t been activated by parahippocampal stimuli. This finding implies that previous extracellular studies of lateral amygdaloid neurons were biased toward a class of spontaneously active neurons that probably represent local-circuit cells. A variety of nonexclusive mechanisms might account for the virtual silence of lateral amygdaloid projection cells. First, their membrane potential may be so hyperpolarized that they fire only when they receive strong depolarizing inputs. In support of this, these cells were found to have a higher resting potential (-74 mV) than BL bursting cells (-66 mV) in barbiturate-anesthetized cats (Par6 et al., 1995b) . However, barbiturates increase the mean open time of GABA, channels (Barker and McBurney, 1979) , thus raising the possibility that differences in resting potential do not reflect distinct biophysical properties but do reflect dissimilar inhibitory networks in the lateral and BL nuclei.
Second, cortical and thalamic inputs to the lateral nucleus might not be spontaneously active or might be subjected to presynaptic inhibition (D. Par6 and Y. Smith, unpublished electron microscopic observations). In agreement with this, only 17% of neurons responsive to parahippocampal stimuli were orthodromitally activated, whereas 83% generated antidromic responses. Although it is unusual to find more antidromic than orthodromic responses in physiological experiments on reciprocally connected structures, this high proportion of antidromic invasions might reflect the fact that projection cells have highly collateralized axons (for review, see McDonald, 1992) .
Third, the tonic activity of GABAergic local-circuit cells could prevent firing in projection cells. In support of this, the physiological properties of presumed local-circuit cells predispose them to tonic firing, and lesion studies have shown that they constitute the only source of GABA to the BL complex (Le Gal La Salle et al., 1978) . Moreover, GABAergic boutons are concentrated strategically around the soma, proximal dendrites, and initial axonal segment of BL projection cells (Carlsen, 1988; Par6 and Smith, 1993) . Finally, it was shown that interneurons of the BL complex generate powerful inhibitory postsynaptic potentials through GABA, and GABA, receptors (Rainnie et al., 1991; Sugita et al., 1992; Washburn and Moises, 1992b) .
If local-circuit cells exert a tonic inhibitory action on projection cells, events leading to a cessation of firing in presumed interneurons should lead to an increased responsiveness of projection cells through disinhibition.
Thus, the long period of silence elicited by parahippocampal stimuli in a majority of fast-firing cells might explain why the antidromic responsiveness of projection cells was lower to the first than to the second parahippocampal stimuli in double-shock paradigms.
State-dependent changes BL amygdaloid complex in neuronal activities of the In previous studies on the state-dependent activity of BL amygdaloid neurons, no attempt was made to identify the type of recorded neurons with central shocks. Nevertheless, it was reported that most cells have low discharge rates, and contradictory findings were obtained concerning state-dependent fluctuations (Jacobs and McGinty, 1971; Reich et al., 1983; Bordi et al., 1993) . The present study goes one step further by showing that physiologically identified projection cells of the lateral and BL nuclei have low discharge rates. Although state-dependent differences in firing rates were negligible among projection cells of the lateral nucleus, their responsiveness to central shocks significantly increased from W to S. Signs of decreased neuronal excitability in W compared with S were also seen in the evoked and spontaneous activity of BL bursting cells.
This pattern of state-dependent fluctuations is at odds with that observed in most neuronal populations of the prosencephalon in which, compared with S, W is associated with an increased neuronal excitability (for review, see Steriade and Hobson, 1976) . One exception to this rule is the hippocampal formation, where the excitability of pyramidal neurons is also higher in S than in W (Buzsski et al., 1983) . These considerations point to functional similarities between the hippocampal formation and the BL amygdala and suggest that they are subjected to different modulatory influences than the thalamocortical system.
Relation between unit activity and dominant EEG events of related cortical fields Delta As found previously in neocortical areas (Villablanca and SalinasZeballos, 1972; Steriade et al., 1993) , the parahippocampal EEGs in S were characterized by coherent slow oscillations in the range of 1-4 Hz. STAs and PEHs revealed that a high proportion of lateral and BL neurons fired preferentially at a particular phase of the ENT and PRH delta. Whereas all types of neurons in the lateral nucleus displayed an increased probability of firing during the depth-negative component of PRH and ENT delta, bursting and fast-firing neurons of the BL nucleus displayed a phaseinverted relation to delta waves with the former firing preferentially during the depth-positive phase and the latter during the negative phase.
In the neocortex, depth-negative delta waves are correlated with an increased firing probability, whereas the positive phase is associated with neuronal silence (Ball et al., 1977; Buzsiki et al., 1988) . Considering that cortical fibers contact both interneurons and projection cells of the BL nucleus (D. Par6 and Y. Smith, unpublished observations), the inverse relation found between the activity of fast-firing and bursting neurons suggests that feedforward inhibition is strong enough to prevent cortical inputs from firing projection cells during the depth-negative phase, The firing of projection cells during the depth-positive delta waves raises the possibility that these spikes represent a rebound response mediated by the activation of a hyperpolarization-activated current during the depth-negative delta phase. This idea is supported by the presence in BL projection cells of a hyperpolarizationactivated cation current (Womble and Moises, 1993) , which is strong enough to generate rebound spikes at the termination of hyperpolarizing current pulses (Washburn and Moises, 1992a; Rainnie et al., 1993; Par6 et al., 1995b) . Theta During PS, we found that fast-firing cells fired preferentially during the depth-positive phase of ENT theta, whereas bursting cells discharged mainly during their negative phase. This situation is similar to that observed in field CA1 of the hippocampal formation, where presumed interneurons and projection cells fire preferentially during opposite phases of the local theta (Buzs6ki et al., 1983) . The inverted relation found between the activity of BL neurons in relation to ENT delta and theta suggests that these oscillations have a different origin. Moreover, the presence of theta-related activity in the BL nucleus constitutes further evidence of functional ties between the hippocampal formation and the amygdala, The rhythmic, theta-related modulation of neuronal activities in the amygdalohippocampal circuit may favor the emergence of recurring time windows when synaptic interaction will be facilitated in this limbic network.
